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Abstract- MAKE MY FUNCTION is an android application used to manage your function on mobile phone without going to any place. This app useful to booking the halls, catering, decorators, musicians etc. There are three login in our app that is admin, user and managers. Admin can handle the app and see the how many users and managers and verify the mangers and add the services.

User can view availability of halls, party plots, catering, decorators, musicians, and so on nearby customer’s cities and see that services and if they like it then booked it. All the managers like hall managers, caterer managers, decorators and so on put their details about their business like images, calendar details, rates and address in to our app.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Admin can handle the app and also see how many uses and managers are there and verify the managers after registration. Select anyone and booked it on your finger tip.

Users logged in to our application then they search for halls or party plots, catering, decorators and musicians see the details about that and services that they provided and if they liked then send booking request to the manager.

Users can book all these in android phone and save the timing.

After book request send by the user manager accept the request and send the request for the first meeting. At a time of meeting user pay the payment. Admin can handle the app and also see how many uses and managers are there and verify the managers after registration. Select anyone and booked it on your finger tip.

II. RELATED WORK

The make my function application is available online. Online booking system is helpful as it reduces the paper work, time consumption, travelling and makes the process for booking.

The different kind of information is provided about the managers, halls, party plots, decorators, catering, rates, calendar details and timings etc. We will get facility from this app like booking the party plots, meeting room, halls, decorators, catering, and so on.

In this booking application forms are available through online. The process has to be followed manually.

III. PROPOSED WORK

Our work introduces a new method of booking the halls, catering, decorators, and musicians through online.

And getting the all information’s about managers, particular booking details and halls, decorators and so on online and also gets the hall locations.

Steps involved in maintaining the user /client information in the database. The user needs to register first by providing all the necessary information of the above fields. After registering, the user can login by entering the username and password. If the password doesn’t match with the password in the database an error message is displayed. If the user wants to change their password they have to provide the current password and new password to confirm his/her password. The password is in the encrypted form. After login, customers can see the Manu bar of the categories. And select any one from the Manu bar. If customers select the hall then he/she the details about the halls like about us, images/videos, rates, calendar details, address. If they like the hall that is nearby city then booked it with the availability of time. In the customer device notification is pop up about time. If customer need to cancel the booking then he/she send the request to the managers to cancel.

IV. SERVICE OFFERED IN APPLICATION

There are several modules:
1. Registration Module
2. Authentication Module
3. Log-in
5. Cancel booking.
7. Get hall location
8. Get booking information’s.
V. Flow Of Complaint Services In Application

There are various services available to user in application, among which one of the service is describe through a flowchart refer Fig. 1 below.

![Fig 1: Flow of Complaint Services in Application](image)

Above figure 1. shows the flow of Complaint Registration Service in our system, which refer to registration of various complaints regarding various issues of deferent’s place in hall booking, caterers, and decorators and musicians.

VI. Result And Analysis

In the current system halls bookings and catering available but not detailed information about halls and catering. No address specify no ratings.

VII. Conclusion And Future Work

**Conclusion**

- The app deals with all users and managers.
- Using this app we can easy to booking the halls, catering, and decorators and so on.
- This project is convenient, beneficial with less effort.
- At any place we can use this app.

**Future work**

- We make an application for the booking online. And also provide the information’s about what we are booking. And also we include mapping system for finding the place the we create the function.
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